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328 
companies

872
brands

13 
years (2007-19)

15,300
brand data points
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The No. 1 predictor of the most successful brands is:



Difference makes the difference
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Break through innovative brands show excess 

difference from Brand Z

+49 +35
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Innovation is fundamental to driving brand growth and Difference

Source: BrandZ 158 brands valued in 2019 and 2021 
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Source: Global Most Valuable Brands 2021, 193 brands
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Well designed Good range Fits into everyday life
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Brands that have strong innovation credentials show the greatest brand value
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3%

31%

31%

13%

21%

Flourishing Growing Declining Dying Dead

Source: Kantar, Worldpanel Division thought leadership: Securing the best odds for Innovation in 2022 

Year 2 Survival Rates Analysis based on 5 years of data up to 18th April 2021

Dead = <10% of Y1 sales value, Dying = 10-50% of Y1 sales value, Declining = 50-99%, Growing = 100-199%, Flourishing = >200%

NPD Survival 

Rates: Y2 performance

Total Grocery

Yet successful 

innovation is tough

Only 1 in 3 launches continues to drive 

growth in its second year.

The biggest challenge is developing 

breakthrough innovations 

at pace in this changing context.
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Being different is possible

Successful disruption is seen in previously stable categories

MilkBaking flour

BankingAuto
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‘Safe’ categories have seen cut-through innovation

Differentiated benefit, meaningful to consumers and sustainability baked in

Soft Pittas
New need uncovered (easy to open); 

vegan and recyclable packaging

Inch’s
Back to basics apple cider, 

locally-sourced apples
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What different looks like (in a meaningful way)…
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So how can you be



You need to…
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Five lessons learnt from 

the food, soft drink and 

alcohol sectors…
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Put consumers at the heart 

of designing for difference
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What you need to do differently

The partnership we've had with Kantar from the 

beginning of the journey of this innovation has been 

really critical to the success. We've made learnings all 

the way through, and kept the consumer at the very 

heart of what we’ve delivered…The most important 

thing throughout the process and the journey that 

we've been on with Kantar, was that we knew exactly 

what the most compelling aspects were for consumers 

and we ensured that we didn't lose sight of that

Sarah Babb

McVitie’s Jaffa Cakes Marketing Manager
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Move beyond easy wins
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What you need to do differently

Source: Kantar World Panel data, 2022

We are very choiceful around where 

we innovate, so we work out how we 

deliver innovation that is working in 

service of the business strategy or is 

so meaningfully different that it will 

change the business’s strategy.

Steve White

Diageo
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Not all innovations are 

right for all brands
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What you need to do differently 

Offer something that others 

don’t and lead the way.

A clear and consistent emotional 

connection and are seen to deliver 

against consumer needs.

Taking into account the impact on Brand 

Equity, in addition to the performance on 

sales, is very relevant to Ferrero, since 

our innovation strategy is built on our 

power brands

Alexandra Farina

Innovation Product Manager at Kinder 
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Adopt a learning mindset
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What you need to do differently

Test and learn is so 

powerful. It's really important for 

me to learn in real life, gaining 

real insights from consumers in 

real time in real situations.

Barbara Schandl

Mondelez

Scope: 

Learn
Build: 

Test and learn
Launch: 

Learn
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The past 

Invest more in 

learning at the start

Iterate with agility 

to test and learn

Launch with guidance to 

respond to demand

The future

Scoping Launch
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Use insight to build confidence 

and momentum
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What you need to do differently

Working with Kantar on testing our NPD 

has enabled us to confidently show real 

insight regarding our NPD to our retailer 

partners, it helped us prioritise what 

NPD to launch, and also helped further 

enhance these propositions.

Libby Williams

Tassal Group

Human expertise

Data

Tools

Technology

Learning
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Communicate
Design creative based on the messages 

that resonate with consumers

Link+

Link AI

Screen
Screen ideas and claims with 

the strongest potential

Idea eValuate

Develop
Optimise concepts 

with fast consumer feedback

Concept eValuate

Differentiate
Screen pack options to ensure packs 

stands out and drives sales

Pack eValuate

Monitor
Monitor advertising 

effectiveness

Ad Now

Integrate
Measure digital effectiveness 

and impact on brand

Context Lab

Brand strategy
Supercharge your brand strategy 

and how you will win in market

Brand Evaluator

Brand Now (syndicated)
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Kantar Marketplace 

is the largest packaged 

research platform globally 

with meaningfully different 

framework at heart which 

is proven to help our 

clients deliver higher ROI.
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Powerful technology, built by market researchers for market researchers

Interpret your results effortlessly with powerful 

analytics that put you in control of your data. 

Compare results across tests or versus our norms.

Unlike our competitors, we own and control the 

methodology and the technology, which means 

you benefit from both speed and reliability.

Make decisions confidently with the benefit 

of survey sampling that is unparalleled on breadth, 

depth and quality. 

Wherever you are, we’ve got boots on the ground 

in your market ready to help you succeed.

We know brands. We’ve taken our industry-leading 

track record and brought it to the technology space.

We’re continually investing in the Marketplace platform 

to bring you the latest innovations, and we won’t stop. 

Industry-leading 

analytics
Best-in-class 

methodology

Unmatched 

survey sample

Global 

footprint

Deep brand-

building expertise

Ongoing 

investment





Download 'Dare to be Different' at
https://www.kantar.com/campaigns/marketplace-dare-to-be-different



nicki.morley@kantar.com rachel.evans@kantar.com


